PAVATI MARINE™ DRIFT BOAT CATALOG
As a team of avid fishermen & women, we know what drives an angler to wake up before dawn and what keeps them out on the water for hours. We understand how much your fishing boat and gear can make or break your success, which is why founder of Pavati Marine, Chuck Gros, was motivated to change the way we fish from a drift boat. He answered the questions and solved problems that had long been awaiting a solution. With the innovative and game-changing features of Pavati Marine drift boats, anglers around the globe have raised their standards for drift boat fishing.
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Pavati Marine™ Catalog Index
STANDARD FEATURES
Other standard features: Side anchor, integrated bow rope, hexagon floor ribs, and smooth sides.

- True Level Floors
  Level floors with integrated Quick-Lock™ Floor System

- Quick-Lock™ Floor System
  Change the layout of your boat in seconds

- XL Side Storage Compartments
  XL Storage & Magnetic Side Trays for fast access

- 12-Position Oar Lock Block
  Easily adjust to find your perfect rowing position

- Drifter Doors™
  Never jump the gunnel again

- “The Truth” Fish Ruler™
  Measure fish and leader lengths on the spot

- Ultra-Flow™ Radius Transom
  Back-row through fast water with ease

- Motor-Ready Transom with Integrated Motor Lock
  Integrated with a motor lock, there is no need to add plywood or re-enforce your transom

- Gunnel Grab Handles
  Handle your boat with ease at the shore or in shallow spots on the river

- Adjustable Rowers Seat
  The most comfortable rower’s seat on Earth

- Locking Anchor Nest w/ Plug Holders
  A perfect place to keep your anchor and plugs

- Built-In Rod Storage Tube
  The perfect finish to your dream boat

- Stainless Steel Cup Holders
  Built to last and endure the elements

- Waist-Cutter™ Bow
  The standard Warrior hull

- In-Floor Fish Box w/ Removable Bait Tray
  Store fish and bait in this sub-floor compartment

- Pizza Oven Line Deck w/ Cup Holders
  Cook a pizza, cookies, or even breakfast burritos

- Removable Diamond Plate Floors:
  3 removable panels make for the easiest drift boats to clean!

- 12-Position Oar Lock Block
  Wherever you don’t put a boat, you get extra rod storage

- Jeweled Gunwales
  Integrated for added safety

- Built-In Rod Storage Tube
  The perfect finish to your dream boat

- Stainless Steel Cup Holders
  Built to last and endure the elements
Our #1 seller. When we were engineering the Guardian™, we wanted to build the most comfortable drift boat ever made – and we did. But we didn’t stop there. We also created and patented the most advanced drift boat technology to date, offering a perfect balance of quality and agility in every drifter we make. The result is, if we may be so bold as to boast, the first drift boat ever to make the journey as enjoyable as the fishing. The Pauan Guardian™ is the only choice for serious fishermen and professional guides from Oregon to Alaska.

16” x 55” Guardian™
Center Length: 16ft
Bottom Width: 55in
Around Gunnel: 17ft 5in
Material Thickness: .125in

16” x 61” Guardian™
Center Length: 16ft
Bottom Width: 61in
Around Gunnel: 17ft 8in
Material Thickness: .125in

17” x 61” Guardian™
Center Length: 17ft
Bottom Width: 61in
Around Gunnel: 18ft 10in
Material Thickness: .125in
"The only drift boat on Earth equipped with Wave Cutter™ technology"

The Pavati Warrior™ marks a revolution in fishing drift boats. Designed and engineered by computer, each hull is run through a series of hydrodynamic tests to ensure the least possible amount of drag while still ensuring the fast response and nimble performance you demand. This result is the best rowing, most comfortable, user friendly, most reliable drift boat in the world.

16’ x 55” Warrior™
Center Length: 16ft
Bottom Width: 55in
Around Gunnel: 17ft 5in
Material Thickness: .125in

16’ x 61” Warrior™
Center Length: 16ft
Bottom Width: 61in
Around Gunnel: 17ft 8in
Material Thickness: .125in

17’ x 61” Warrior™
Center Length: 17ft
Bottom Width: 61in
Around Gunnel: 18ft 10in
Material Thickness: .125in
The Legacy™ fly fishing drift boat features aircraft aluminium construction, a vacuum sealed UHMW bottom, and a computer designed hull ensuring it's the lightest, easiest to row, shallowest-running fly fishing boat on the market today. As you safely release a monster brown trout out of one of the Legacy™ side doors, you'll wonder to yourself, “Why didn’t anyone think of this before?”

**16’ x 55” Legacy™**
- **Center Length:** 16ft
- **Bottom Width:** 55in
- **Around Gunnel:** 17ft 5in
- **Material Thickness:** .125in

**16’ x 61” Legacy™**
- **Center Length:** 16ft
- **Bottom Width:** 61in
- **Around Gunnel:** 17ft 8in
- **Material Thickness:** .125in

**17’ x 61” Legacy™**
- **Center Length:** 17ft
- **Bottom Width:** 61in
- **Around Gunnel:** 18ft 10in
- **Material Thickness:** .125in
The fly fishing industry is exploding and Pavati™ is no stranger to revolutionizing stafe industries. Designing, engineering, and building the most innovative and functional low profile drift boat on Earth was right up our alley. The Helium™ low profile drift boat combines most of Pavati’s trademarked technologies and features with fly fishing specific innovations and newly designed features. The Helium™ was built with the needs of the small water fly fishermen in mind.

Center Length: 16.5ft
Boat Width: 57.75in
Material Thickness: .125in
Around Gunnel: 17ft 7in

16.5’ x 57.75’ Helium™

The Helium™ low profile drift boat is the most engineered fly fishing boat ever built.
UPGRADED LINE DECK

Upgrade your line deck with additional options such as adding a door to your pizza oven, adding a built-in padded casting stand and upgrading from 2 to 6 Stainless Steel cup holders.

ELEMENT™ PASSENGER SEAT

Unlike any drift boat seats ever made. Comfort and durability are both our #1 priority in a drift boat seat, so our in-house upholsterers designed and built the world’s first lightweight, yet comfortable drift boat seats that will actually hold up to the elements. Available with or without arm rests.

ALPHA™ PASSENGER SEAT

Using the Element™ seats as a building block, the Alpha™ seats come standard with upgraded features such as: a diamond-stitched pattern for comfort made out of marine-grade, UV resistant vinyl material, a rain fly that tucks away into a built-in pouch and side mesh pockets for your phone, wallet or small items.

ELEMENT™ ROWER’S SEAT

We set out to design the first row seat that was made for long days and lots of them. An oversized, overstuffed seat pad was a must. Then we designed a flexible, removable seat back that gives you the back support you need to row all day long.

ALPHA™ ROWER’S SEAT

Using the Element™ Rower’s Seat as inspiration, the Alpha™ Rower’s Seat sets the bar even higher. Featuring a diamond-stitched pattern for comfort made out of marine-grade, UV resistant vinyl material, this seat comes with a removable back for a customized rowing experience.

DRY STORAGE BOX

Diamond Plate Dry Storage Box - All of your passenger seats and rower’s seat are mounted on our water-tight diamond plate seat boxes. A perfect place to store extra gear, clothing layers or even fill them with ice and use them as a back-up cooler!

SWIVELING GUNNEL SEAL

The perfect addition to a boat that runs a kicker motor. This seat attaches to the gunnel of your boat and positions perfectly next to your motor so you don’t have to stand to run your motor or be in an awkward position.

ARM RESTS (SOLD PER SEAT)

Add Pavati’s comfortable arm rests to either the Element or Alpha passenger seats. These perfectly padded arm rests are a great addition to ensure your clients are comfortable all day long on the river.
**EXTENDED STAINLESS STEEL OAR LOCKS**

These Helfrich family oar locks are custom machined out of solid stainless steel. Good luck breaking one of these! The custom extended tail gives you some wiggle room for your oars to move up and down when necessary.

---

**PAVATI CARBON FLEX™ OARS**

We teamed up with the Sawyer team to design and engineer the most cutting edge drift boat oars ever made. Designed to perfectly fit our boats, these oars are precision manufactured all the way down to the perfect length, weight and balance specs and feature a carbon blade that gives just the right amount of flex in the water for the optimal rowing experience.

---

**01 - INTERIOR POWDER COAT**

Add style and protection to the interior of your drift boat. A powder coated drift boat interior has many advantages on top of how great it looks. It’s easier to clean and protects the aluminum from the elements, which prolongs the life of your boat!

---

**02 - EXTERIOR POWDER COAT**

Finish your Pavati drift boat with an extremely durable powder coat. Choose from a nearly unlimited selection of colors and even choose an accent flake to make your boat really pop on the water.

---

**DIAMOND PLATE SIDES**

All Pavati drift boats come standard with smooth aluminum sides. Sometimes that just isn’t enough. You can get your entire boat sides manufactured out of the very popular diamond plate pattern. From there, you can stay with the raw aluminum look or get it powder coated your favorite color!

---

**01 - SMOOTH SIDES**

Smooth sides allow you to customize your boat. Either powder coat or add a one-of-a-kind vinyl wrap. If you need to match a camo to your neck of the woods or show off your guide logo when you’re landing a fish, or you want to stand out, a wrap’s perfect for you.

---

**02 - ELITE SIDES**

Blast through any class with extra confidence! You’re protected with diamond-punched aluminum on each side for extra strength and integrity.

---

**CUSTOM VINYL WRAP**

A custom boat wrap adds that final personalized touch to your Pavati drift boat. Our vinyl wraps are made with only the highest quality, marine-grade materials. Pavati boat wraps are UV resistant so they won’t fade in the sun, printed at an extreme quality of resolution and utilize the highest-quality adhesive available on the market so it won’t peel.
ACCESSORIES & UPGRADES

Customize your Pavati to your fishing style!

FOAM KIT
One of our most popular upgrades. The Pavati Foam Kit keeps your boat organized, is easy to clean, and adds a layer of style never before seen in a drift boat.

POWDER COATED FLOORS AND BOXES
Add style and protection to the floors and boxes of your drift boat. Powder coating adds an extreme layer of protection from the elements and keeps those bumps and dings that are inevitable in a fishing boat to minimum visibility.

SHAVED DIAMOND PLATE FLOORS AND BOXES
Shaving the floors and boxes in your new Pavati drifter gives you the ultimate finish to your drift boat. These hand-shaved diamonds give your boat a little bit of contrast and bring back a little bit of the natural aluminum feel.

Customize your Pavati to your fishing style!
ACCESSORIES & UPGRADES

Customize your Pavati to your fishing style.

VACUUM-SEALING UHMW BOTTOM

Protect the bottom of your drift boat and help preserve the life of your boat. This UHMW protective bottom helps when rowing in tight waters, when going over rocks, and protects the boat when pulling up on the shore.

IN-FLOOR ANCHOR KIT

The most accessible and efficient anchor system ever made. With the foot stomp located right next to the rower and built into the floor, anchoring and pulling the anchor up doesn’t even require you to get out of the rower’s seat. Simply stomp and drop your anchor.

FRONT BOW ANCHOR KIT

Mounted to the bow of the boat, this anchor kit is the perfect addition for helping keep your boat in one position, especially when trying to fish a hole.

4 PULLEY ANCHOR KIT

Pavati’s 4 pulley anchor kit system is a great way to keep your anchor pulley system organized and requires very little effort to pull your anchor back up.

HEATER KIT (SINGLE OR DOUBLE)

This fully-adjustable 15,000 BTU heater kit doubles as a heater kit for chilly days and as your personal cooking kit! Quick-Lock™ Floor System compatible, this kit includes the Sunflower heating element, a propane tank, and the lines you need to run the system.

ROD HOLDER FLOOR BOX W/ LEADER ROLLER

Organize your rods and pre-tied leaders with the attached Hookum Good Bolt Buoy. This accessory is typically used in conjunction with the Accessories Tower.

ACCESSORIES TOWER W/ PLANO TACKLE BOXES

The ultimate boat tackle organizer. Typically used in conjunction with the Rod Holder Box, this tower comes with 3 large Plano boxes, is compatible with the Quick-Lock™ Floor System and features a top tray that serves as a great place for tackle, phones, and even snacks.
ACCESSORIES & UPGRADES

Customize your Pavati to your fishing style.

**REAR CASTING STAND**
Placed in front of a passenger seat, it gives your fishermen a great place to stand secure and cast either direction out of the boat.

**FRONT CASTING STAND**
This removable casting stand attaches directly to your pizza oven in the line deck and features a removable pad so your clients and buddies up front have a solid place to cast and fight fish.

**ELECTRIC BILGE PUMP**
For those rainy days or days with a lot of traffic in and out of your boat dragging in water, this switch-operated bilge pump is your best friend.

**PAVATI™ GUIDE TABLE**
The multi-functional Guide Table mounts securely to “The Truth” Fish Ruler and stays clear of your gunnel. It can be used to clean fish, lay out your lunch spread, or even to play some cards and roll some dice.

**GUNNEL GRABBERS**
Quickly adjust your rod holder and lock it in position anywhere around the perimeter of the gunnel. These easy-to-use clamps grip tight for a secure mount. Trusted to run plugs and keep your rod holder secure when a salmon hits that plug!

**FOLBE JR. ROD HOLDER**
The Folbe Jr. Rod Holder holds your rod securely, yet easily releases it when needed – pull your rod out and set the hook in one quick motion. Perfect fit for all trout, pan-fish, walleye and most salmon rods. High quality materials ensure years of reliable use.

**TEMPRESS FISH-ON ROD HOLDER**
Free your hand with these locking rod holders. Mounted to our gunnel using our rod holder brackets and featuring a cam-lock mechanism, these rod holders have a padded lining to protect your fishing rods.

**MILLER MARINE BRACKET & SLIDER**
The rail system will make your rod holder infinitely adjustable along the length of the rail. The rail is an extruded aluminum linear dovetail track, designed specially for this system. The extrusion is made from solid 6061 T-6 aluminum.
ACCESSORIES & UPGRADES

Customize your Pavati to your fishing style.

LED LIGHT KIT
Rigging your boat and tackle up before light at the boat ramp is no longer a challenge.

MARINE GRADE BATTERY BOX
Built with vent caps to prevent water from penetrating the box, this snap-top box is constructed with a reinforced UV-resistant substrate, heavy-duty handles, and is mounted on a bracket compatible with Pavati’s Quick-Lock™ Floor System.

BIMINI TOP
Long summer days or wet winter days on the river can take a toll on you and your passengers. This bimini top is a great way to keep you and your clients or friends out of the elements.

NORTHWEST ALUMINUM DELUXE TRAILER
Constructed out of aluminum and marine-grade steel, these trailers offer features like a spare tire, break-away tongue for storage, and a built-in catwalk so you never have to get your feet wet.

BREAK-AWAY TONGUE
Pavati’s signature Northwest Aluminum Deluxe Trailer can be upgraded to include a break-away tongue. This additional feature cuts 2½ feet of total length, giving you a more compact trailer and allowing for storing your drift boat trailer in tighter areas.

TOP COVER
Pavati’s drift boat top covers are custom manufactured to fit your drift boat. These cover the entire top of your drift boat for protection during storage and transportation. We have even built-in zip-open flaps so you don’t have to take your entire cover off to just simply grab one thing out of your boat.

FULL COVER
Pavati’s drift boat covers are made 100% customized to your boat to ensure the perfect fit every time. Made using only the highest quality outdoor-grade materials, these full covers protect your drift boat in transit and while it sits in your driveway.

ROCK GUARD
Protect the front of your drift boat from rocks and debris while towing your trailered boat. Pavati’s rock guards are made from thick materials to protect your investment and keep your boat from getting unwanted chips and dings from loose materials on the road.
01 | THE CENTER LENGTH

- Find the Center line < Figure 2
- Measure the length starting at the centerline using a straight measurement from bow to stern. < Figure 1

02 | THE BOTTOM WIDTH

- Remove your True-level floors
- Find the widest center-most point < Figure 3
- Measure the length starting at the widest center-most point. Straight measurement from side to side.

**HOW OTHER MANUFACTURERS MEASURE A BOAT'S LENGTH**

- Start at the back (stern) of the drift boat.
- Find the centerline of the stern.
- Run your tape measure around the gunnel of your drift boat, all the way to the center of the bow. (Figure 4)

Gunnel: The top-most edge of the side of a boat.

Hold tape measure tight to the Gunnel for an accurate measurement.
Configure Your Boat, Your Way.

Quick Lock™ Floor System Explained

Pavati’s exclusive Quick Lock™ Floor System consists of three removable panel sections with a precise layout of hundreds of small notches and holes. This allows every seat and accessory to be moved, instantly and with ease. When you want to change your layout it’s as easy as flipping a latch and finding a new location.

You and the Fish

For those solo days when the getting is good and you can’t get anyone to commit to a float. Plenty of room for a big cooler up front and of course your dog.

The Fly Pro

The ideal layout for running two fly fishermen at once. Using the line deck with a built-in casting stand in front and a removable casting stand behind the rower’s seat, both fly fishermen can work either side of the boat and stay out of each other’s way.

One-On-One

The perfect set-up for those quick after work drifts. Bounce eggs for salmon or run a rod with a plug. With only one seat up front there’s plenty of room for a cooler with cold drinks and food if you make a day of it.
THE SIDE DRIFTER
There’s never been a better layout for a captain and two steelhead fishermen. How nice is it when you are side drifting and you don’t have to cast over your buddy’s head? This is your jam.

THE KENAI
When the fishing is good and the fish are abundant, fill as many seats as you can! The Kenai set-up maximizes your lines in the water and therefore your odds.

THE TRADITIONAL BENCH
Popular set up in the 17” x 61” size models, this traditional bench seat mimicking layout is a very productive way to run plugs or bounce eggs. Throw an extra seat in back for someone to run an extra plug or guard the cooler!

THREE-IN-A-ROW
A perfect layout for those slick steelhead waters. Using a motor with the swiveling gunnel seat, side drift 3 of your best buddies or clients.
Contact us to order or purchase a boat

1-877-402-2388
sales@pavatimarine.com

SEE MORE AT PAVATIMARINE.COM
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